Porting of OS requires the understanding of the system as a whole and needs a proper understanding of how a system is dependent on the OS. Porting does not always allow a successful execution as in one of the case in porting of eChronos to RISC-V architecture, removal of edata had to be resolved and declared to null for the program to run properly because the default edata initialization is not declared in RISC-V architecture. In this paper, an attempt is made to determine how does porting RTOS like eChronos work for a newly built architecture such as RISC-V. The safe removal of dependency and subsequent changes in eChronos is analyzed. Stepwise sequence of porting is formed and the steps are proposed by considering different kinds of dependency for porting any software on any architecture in general. 1
Introduction
Our project basically focuses on two major pivots : seL4 and Echronos porting. seL4 has been ported on RISCV but has never been used with .dts support. .dts support has been added to all the files of current repository and will be tested on SHAKTI. Echronos porting involves the hello.c program named as rigel-hello.c which ultimately helps the RTOS generation and subsequent compilation of the program. Echronos porting errors in crt.s have been corrected. Further compilation is in progress.
Problems solved
The proxykernel was not supporting the RISCV architecture and thus .dts support was used to configure and make (build) proxykernel. There were many errors encountered which led to solve the dependancy issues within like solving the mcmodel=medany, make errors in Makefile. The concept of Kconfig and Makefile was understood through this purpose. Pthread library problem of synchronization was also solved using test cases which ran for x86 architecture. seL4 was not dts supported. The dts support was included in seL4 and the respective shakti testing has been carried out. eChronos porting has been in progress which ultimately led to execution of Hello world program in echronos. All the codes and documentation has been pushed to github ( https://github.com/singhalshubh/Porting-and-Testing-on-RISCV-)
pthread Testing
Pthread library is used for the synchronization between various concurrent threads. Pthread is an execution model that exists independently from a language, as well as a parallel execution model. It allows a program to control multiple different flows of work that overlap in time. Each flow of work is referred to as a thread, and creation and control over these flows is achieved by making calls to the POSIX Threads API. Pthreads defines a set of C programming language types, functions and constants. It is implemented with a pthread.h header and a thread library. Thread synchronization is not supported in pthread library in RISCV. Testing was done using following two algorithms.
Algorithm 1
Every processor has one array which can be sorted by taking 4 elements at a time. The array size is different for every single processor due to which sorting will take different amounts of time. Random function has been used for efficient purposes. Then after this sorting happens, the processor then needs to count the number of 1s in two arrays : first is its local array and second one is the shared array which can be read by only one processor at a time.
Ensuring the proper synchronization between processors while accessing the shared array, the lock concept has been introduced. The lock is common for all the (processor indices/2) indices which on division by 2 yields the same answer. The array-size taken in the following code is only 4, thus restricting the concept of two locks for simplicity. The following algorithm was written in C using pthread library and was compile on RISCV architecture which resulted in errors of synchronization. The issue for the same was committed on github with issue number as : riscv-glibc/issues/48 which was entitled as "pthread error" to which @aswaterman replied for a possible soution but the issue is yet to be resolved.
Algorithm 2
Given a set of n jobs along with their durations and the jobs which they depend upon, the task is to display a simulation of their execution such that no job may begin until all of its dependent processes have completed their execution. This is done using threading where each process is represented by a thread, and all processes simultaneously try to begin execution. This means that all threads begin execution and constantly check whether their parent processes have completed their execution before actually going into the execution process. A thread waits for all of its dependencies to complete, and this is implemented using a time delay.
For example, in the above diagram, job 1 executes first, while jobs 2 and 3 have to wait for its completion and so on.
Zephyr RTOS installation and ncurses testing 4.1 Zephyr
The Zephyr Project is a scalable real-time operating system (RTOS) supporting multiple hardware architectures, optimized for resource constrained devices, and built with security in mind. [9] The Zephyr kernel supports multiple architectures such as ARM Cortex-M, Intel x86 and RISCV.
Installation
A simple application can be executed on the Zephyr RTOS by following the instructions mentioned in the official documentation[10].
ncurses
The 'ncurses' (new curses) library is a free software emulation of the 'curses' librarym which provides an application programming interface(API) for programmers to create text-based user interfaces in a terminal independent manner.[11]
Installation
Install the libncurses-dev package using apt, aptitude or any equivalent package manager. For instance, one can execute the following command on the Ubuntu terminal: sudo apt-get install libncurses-dev To compile a C/C++ program containing ncurses functions, add the flag -lncurses during gcc or g++ compilation. For example, gcc game.c -o game -lncurses seL4 is the world's first operating-system kernel with an end-to-end proof of implementation correctness and security enforcement. It is available as open source software [3] .
The most advanced member of the L4 microkernel family, seL4 is notable for its comprehensive formal verification, which gives it an edge over other operating systems. It achieves this without compromising performance. [4] 
Installation 5.1.1 Host Dependencies
Before working with seL4, several dependencies have to be installed, mentioned in the dependencies page [5] . Ensure that these are properly installed for a smooth process ahead.
seL4 basic installation
Installation of the seL4 operating system is detailed at the official seL4 documentation [6] . In it, a simple test application is run on top of the seL4 kernel on the x86 architecture.
RISCV installation
Note that building seL4 for RISCV requires the installation of the RISCV toolchain, a lengthy process in itself which requires prior installation of several dependencies [5] , both for seL4 and RISCV. The installation process for the toolchain is mentioned in the RISCV section of the documentation [7] . In order to build the seL4 system for the RISCV architecture, the steps at the RISCV section of the documentation [7] are followed.
The Problem
The seL4 operating system is supported on the x86 and RISCV platforms, but to run it on a new hardware system, additional support for .dts files is required. The aim was to modify the source files of the 'sel4test' directory installed [5] to include the necessary support for .dts files, so that the 'shakti.dts' file could be linked with the system and it could be executed on the Shakti RISCV processor.
Modifications made
The 'sel4test' directory was installed following the necessary instructions [7] . Several files in various directories such as sel4test/tools and the init-build.sh bash file were modified. The detailed modifications have been illustrated in the tasksheet [8] .
It is intended for tightly resource-constrained devices without memory management units and virtual memory support. To this end, the RTOS code base is designed to be highly modular and configurable on multiple levels, so that only the minimal amount of code necessary is ever compiled into a given system image.
.dts support in proxykernel
The RISC-V Proxy Kernel, pk, is a lightweight application execution environment that can host statically-linked RISC-V ELF binaries. It is designed to support tethered RISC-V implementations with limited I/O capability and and thus handles I/O-related system calls by proxying them to a host computer.
This package also contains the Berkeley Boot Loader, bbl, which is a supervisor execution environment for tethered RISC-V systems. It is designed to host the RISC-V Linux port. The proxy kernel OS is used to run the drivers that included a basic program of hello world with a Makefile and Kconfig file. The initial error was around the mcmodel=medany which was resolved by editing the configure file. Then the subsequent make file was edited by commenting out the vmlinux and other erros were resolved till the make install command. After this, I had the work folder which had to be made along with the drivers folder. The stage of receiving inputs has been reached. Only the linking of the respective riscv commands needs to be done.
7 Improvements for future 7.1 pthread Thread synchronization using lock and mutex for smaller cases is not working and giving errors for its respective library usage in C. The thread synchronization needs a porting of mutex library with proper emulation on spike which could be done using software-porting techniques.
ncurses and seL4
ncurses library is currently not supported by RISCV. ncurses library porting involves porting of huge number of functions which can be addressed as porting via specific program like the one which is mentioned in shakti-game. seL4 can be improved by adding support for 'making' the shakti.dts file using cmake since the rules.ninja file does not contain a rule for making it and editing it is not permissible.
Conclusion
The RISCV toolchain for Ubuntu 16.04 LTS was successfully installed along with all of the necessary dependencies. The pthread library was successfully tested on the spike platform for RISCV and the subsequent errors were reported. Zephyr RTOS was installed as an example f a real time operating system. The ncurses library was tested for its functions and dependencies. seL4 operating system was successfully installed and built for both the x86 and RISCV architectures. .dts support was included in the seL4 sources. dts support was rectified in the proxykernel for compilation of C files. eChronos real-time operating system was ported to the RISCV architecture and successfully run on spike.
